CSIT Virtual FPGA Laboratory

CSIT Virtual FPGA Laboratory is an academic orientated laboratory that will provide access to a
number of boards equipped with Xilinx FPGAs so students can test their own projects on a real
environment.
Our virtual laboratory is based on 3 main components and it offers the same environment as the
actual laboratory located in room EG206:
1) NCIT-Cluster which provides cloud resources for virtual machines with the proper
software tools installed. This cluster is part of the High Performance Computing Center
of the Politehnica University of Bucharest.
2) FPGA development kits made available on one of our servers (http://remote.csitsun.pub.ro).
3) The FlexLM server (license.csit-sun.pub.ro) that provides licenses for the development
tools of our partners.
One will need to have a valid account and password provided by our faculty to our registered
students. For more details on how one can use a virtual machine on the NCIT-Cluster are
available on http://cluster.grid.pub.ro.
NX Client can be used both on Linux and Windows machines because is the most efficient
remote desktop for Linux by far.

Once connected, you have a Fedora 15 Linux machine with all the proper tools installed and
configured. You can start all the tools from a terminal console (ise, impact, sysgen, vsim, and
others).

For example one can start System Generator for DSP by typing “sysgen”.

A simple design is presented as an example.

We share some Digilent NEXYS boards on our designated server (remote.csit-sun.pub.ro). Their
status is displayed on the appropriated webpage (http://remote.csit-sun.pub.ro). At this moment

there are only 3 boards available but the architecture is scalable and more boards will be
available as soon as possible. Other similar servers can also be used.

The corresponding model can be automatically generated.

To start hardware co-simulation we need to connect one of the remote NEXYS boards. The first
step is to connect to the remote server. This is also done in a terminal console using “usbclnt –a
remote.csit-sun.pub.ro:32032”. “usbclnt –l” is used to list all available boards on that server.

We can now use one of the remote boards with “usbclnt –c 1-1”.

The first NEXYS board from our server is now connected as it will be on your local
environment. One can verify that with “lsusb”.

Hardware co-simulation runs as we can expect.

Because of the limited number of boards available we ask you to disconnect the board when is
not used (“usbclnt –u 1-1”). Also if you would like to disconnect from the remote server you can
use “usbclnt –r remote.csit-sun.pub.ro:32032”.

